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ABSTRACT 

 
We propose a region-based method to extract semantic 
foreground regions from color video sequences with static 
backgrounds. First, we introduce a new distance measure for 
background subtraction which is robust against shadows. 
Then the foreground region is extracted with a graph-based 
region segmentation method considering background 
difference and spatial homogeneity. For efficient 
computation, the graph structure is optimized by the 
minimum spanning tree before segmentation. The main 
contribution is that the proposed algorithm improves on 
conventional approaches especially in strong shadow regions 
and does not require manual initialization. We have verified 
through experiments and comparison to state of the art 
methods that the proposed algorithm works well with 
various cameras and environment.  
 
Index Terms— Background subtraction, Graph algorithm, 
Minimum spanning tree 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Conventional object segmentation algorithms are roughly 
classified into two categories based on their primary 
segmentation criteria. The first kind of approach uses spatial 
homogeneity as a criterion like graph-based segmentation 
[1-3] or active contours [4][5]. Recently, Levin et al. 
proposed a globally optimal alpha matting method by 
solving a sparse linear system of equations from local 
smoothness assumptions on foreground and background 
colors [6]. The segmentation results of these algorithms tend 
to track the object boundary more precisely than other 
methods, but the main drawback of these algorithms is high 
computational complexity. Moreover, they need manual 
initialization to choose semantic regions because the results 
just show regions with similar properties in the image. Mu et 
al. have proposed a combination method of block-based 
initial segmentation and refinement by Graph-cut for 
automatic segmentation [7]. The second category of 
approaches exploits change detection in video sequences. 
Background subtraction is one of the most common 
approaches for detecting semantic foreground regions [8][9]. 
This technique subtracts the current image from a static 

background image acquired in advance from multiple 
images over a period of time. Gaussian mixture models are 
the most representative background models in parametric 
approaches and have been widely incorporated with other 
image properties [10-12]. Non-parametric approaches such 
as using a Kernel density estimator have also been 
researched for a long time [13][14].  However, conventional 
methods based on colour models do not provide enough 
information to effectively segment foreground regions.  

In this paper, we propose an automatic graph-based 
foreground extraction method which is robust against strong 
shadows and preserves object boundaries. We assume that 
the background is static and the semantic foreground is new 
objects in the scene.  We propose a new distance measure 
for background subtraction in an extended colour space. The 
whole image is segmented into sub-regions by considering 
background subtraction, edge intensity and spatial 
homogeneity then each sub-region is classified into 
foreground/background groups. 
 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
2.1. Distance measure in an extended color space 
 
The difference between a background model and observed 
pixel is measured by considering red, green, blue, brightness 
and hue components for each pixel. The extended colour 
space for the distance measure is shown in Fig. 1. The 
variation of each pixel over time shows different distribution 
in an image according to the material of objects or lighting 
conditions. In this paper, the background model for each 
pixel in RGB channels is constructed with simple Gaussian 
distributions. This can be replaced more complex models 
such as a Gaussian mixture model [10] or generalized 
Gaussian family model [15] which are more robust against 
slight fluctuations in the background.  However, the 
independent RGB components may change drastically due to 
shadows of objects in the background. When we assume that 
the shadow region usually has similar colour but lower 
brightness to the background, we can remove this region by 
checking the brightness and hue information.  

We measure the difference between background pixel 
and current pixel as follows.  
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Fig. 1. Background subtraction in the extended colour space 
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H(•) is a unit step function, Cx indicates a pixel in RGB 
domain normalized by standard deviation of the background 
model, and Ix is projection of each RGB vector to the 
intensity vector I(1,1,1).  is angular distance in the range of 
0~180º for hue difference calculated as: 
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In Eq. (1), the first term |CC| bc

 is the Mahalanobis 

distance for background difference in RGB domain and the 
second term is the penalty by shadows. The second term 
works only if the current pixel is darker than a background 
pixel. The weighting factor  is experimentally set to 45 for 
all results presented in this paper.  
 
2.2. Minimum spanning tree and Region-cut  
 
A graph G=(V,E) is then constructed for the input image as 
Fig. 2(a), where vi�V is the set of pixels and (eij)�E is the 
edge between neighbouring elements (vi,vj) with a weight 
w(eij). We set the edge weights according to the background 
subtraction BS, gradient of the current image ��c and 
attenuated edge G(i)=|Sobel(Ic(i))-Sobel(Ib(i))| as Eq. (3). 
The attenuated edge takes a role of suppressing edges in the 
background. The weighting factor 2 is set to 3 and T is fixed 
to 30. 
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However, most graph-cut algorithms have a problem of 

NP-hard computational complexity. To avoid this NP-hard 
problem for finding minimum cut through all nodes of a 
weighted graph and increase computation speed, the graph 
structure is firstly refined by the minimum spanning tree 
(MST) [16]. MST was originally developed for detecting 
clustered structure in arbitrary node sets, but we use it to 

optimize graph structure by connecting all components with 
minimum energy and eliminating other edges as shown in 
Fig. 2(b).  

Then the tree is cut into sub-regions R so that it 
minimizes the internal difference Int(Rr) and maximizes 
external difference Ext(Rr,Rs) between different regions. 
Felzenszwalb has proposed an image segmentation method 
which uses very simple and intuitive concept that “The 
intensity differences across the boundary of two regions are 
perceptually important if they are large relative to the 
intensity difference inside at least one of the regions” [2]. 
We use his criteria for the region-cut of the graph. The 
method cuts edges if two neighbouring regions satisfy the 
condition in Eq. (4).  
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|R| is the number of pixels in a region and the term k/|Rx| 
indicates the preference for large components. 
Felzenszwalb’s algorithm is good at detecting shadow 
regions because it can find slowly changing region which 
commonly occur due to shading. The separated sub-regions 
are finally allotted to foreground or background by voting 
with the BS scores in each region. k is empirically set to 800 
pixels for HD images and 300 for SD images. 

 
 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The algorithm has been tested on nine videos with various 
cameras shown in Table 1 and compared with results from 
several state-of-the-art approaches.  

 
(a) Graph structure 

 
(b) Minimum spanning tree (MST) and region-cut 

Fig. 2. Graph construction and region-cut 
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        (a) Original image                   (b) RGB difference  

 
           (c) BS Score                         (d) Attenuated edge   

 
  (e) Segmented sub-regions        (f) Segmentation result 
Fig. 3. Segmentation process 
 
Table 1. Test sets for evaluation 

# Scene Camera Format Characteristic 
1 Office 
2 Office 

Complex scene with 
strong shadows 

3 Dance 
4 Dance 

HD cam 
1920*1080 

YUV422 
raw Fast motion with 

motion blur 
5 Office 
6 Dance 

SD cam 
720*576 

RGB 24bits 
raw 

Low resolution 

7 Lobby 
8 Street 
9 Street 

Compact 
dig. cam 
640*480 

YUV420 
highly 

compressed 

Blocking artifacts from 
compression. Unstable 
background 

 
Figure 3 shows each step of the proposed algorithm for 

the test set #1. We can see that the BS score suppressed the 
effect of shadows in Fig. 3(c) and the attenuated edge 
simplified regions in the background in Fig. 3(d).  

For objective evaluations, we randomly selected several 
frames from each test set and created ground-truth 
segmentation masks by manual segmentation. Then we 
compared the average segmentation error of the proposed 
algorithm with a RGB-HSI algorithm with a generalized 
Gaussian family model [15] and a Levin’s closed form 
solution algorithm [6]. For fair evaluations, we estimated the 
optimal parameters by training as stated in [15] for the 
RGB-HSI algorithm, provided good manual initialization for 
the Levin’s algorithm, and used the fixed parameter set of 
the proposed algorithm as stated in Section 2 for all test 
video sets. We evaluated the results by calculating precision 
and recall in Eq. (4), where the False Positive means the 
background region being falsely classified as the foreground 
while the False Negative is the foreground region falsely 
classified as the background region.  
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Graphs in Fig. 4 show the objective evaluations of the 

proposed algorithm. The RGB-HIS algorithm is not good at 
removing strong shadows so it shows low precision ratio in 
office scenes because the shadows region s under the table 
and chair are included in False Positive. On the other hand, 
it shows high scores in the recall ratio. The Levin’s 
algorithm shows good results both in precision and recall, 
but it shows low score with highly compressed outdoor 
scene of sets #8 and #9 because of the blocking artifacts. 
Another problem of the Levin’s algorithm is the necessity of 
manual initialization for foreground and background. 
Actually, it shows good results against strong shadows 
because parts of shadow regions have already been 
initialized as background in the manual process. The 
proposed algorithm shows evenly good performance for 
various scenes and cameras.  

As regards processing time, it takes less than a minute 
for a HD image and 15 seconds for a SD image on a normal 
PC. It can be improved by parallelizing on GPU. 

Figure 5 shows the results for the test sets. The proposed 
algorithm produces improved results especially in the strong 
shadow regions. A video clip displaying the results can be 
downloaded from the following URL. 
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(b) Recall 

Fig. 4. Objective evaluation  
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http://www.3dkim.com/research/Segment0901.wmv 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we proposed a region-based algorithm for 
foreground extraction that is robust against shadows. The 
input image is classified into foreground and background by 
segmenting a graph constructed with background subtraction 
in the extended color space and spatial homogeneity. The 
experimental results show that the proposed approach can 
extract foreground regions even if the image has strong 
shadows, motion blur or artifacts from compression. 
However, flickering on the foreground boundaries are shown 
in the result videos because temporal consistency is not 
considered and the graph-based region segmentation 
produces subtly different cuts for each frame. Future work 
aims to track the stable object boundaries over frames.  
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             (a) #1 Office1 - HD                                 (b) #2 Office2 – HD                                  (c) #3 Dance 1 – HD 

 
             (d) #4 Dance2 – HD                                (e) #5 Office1 – SD                                   (f) #6 Dance2 – SD 

 
     (g) #7 Lobby – Compact camera              (h) #8 Street1 – Compact camera              (i) #9 Street2 – Compact camera 
Fig. 5. Snapshots of segmentation results 
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